
qube facilitates at-a-glance 
monitoring with an ultra-bright 
display featuring large numerics. 
Multicolor, severity-based lights 
illuminate on both the front 
and back of the monitor for 
enhanced alarm surveillance.
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INSIGHTFUL

Data from a variety of sources informs and supports clinical determinations at the 

bedside or remotely. Graphical assessment tools and the ability to access up to 96 

hours of physiologic data empower clinicians and help to facilitate decision making.

CONFIDENT

Clinicians can customize the screen view to quickly access a multitude of graphical 

and tabular trend presentations based on individual patient needs and procedural 

guidelines. Interactive view, control, and recording for parameters, trends, and 

calculations can be engaged instantaneously, linking clinicians with a range of real-

time patient physiologic data. qube enables point-of-care decisions that provide 

ongoing reassurance and confidence to patients and their loved ones.

ENLIGHTENED

qube facilitates at-a-glance monitoring with an ultra-bright display featuring large, 

numerics. Multicolor, severity-based lights illuminate on both the front and back of the 

monitor for enhanced alarm surveillance.

ATTRACTIVE

The sleek, contemporary details of qube, including ergonomic user controls and a comfortable 

grip handle, create a positive impact for caregiver and patient. Art meets technology.

The small, compact form of the capnography pod makes it ideal for use with qube. 

Designed to attach seamlessly onto the rear of the monitor, it’s ready in a snap.

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF PATIENT MONITORING

CONNECTED

With its modular architecture, qube easily connects to any Spacelabs physiologic 

module or Flexport for continuity and ease when networking across different platforms. 

qube also utilizes industry-standard communication protocols to allow inter-monitor 

communication, enhanced alarm surveillance, and broader productivity through both 

wired and wireless channels. Clinicians can choose how they stay connected - single or 

multiparameter view - for any monitored patient on the network.
INTRODUCING QUBE™ 

Small and lightweight with a battery life that goes the 

distance, qube offers portability, accessibility and heightened 

connectivity—perfect for emergency-, general-, intensive- and 

post-anesthesia care units. Caregivers can access current, critical 

patient information— from bedside throughout transport—to 

provide the ultimate level of patient care. 

VERSATILE

qube is mountable anywhere – wall, roll-stand, bed rail, 

anesthesia system – or can quickly be detached via a quick-

release feature for immediate mobility. Long battery life and 

dual battery capability keep qube on the go everywhere your 

patient goes. Impact resistant, chemical resistant, and protected 

from liquid ingress, qube endures even with heavy use. Full 

functionality in a compact package.

Inspired by simplicity and style, qube breaks  
with tradition to offer a fresh, new perspective  
in compact monitoring. 
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